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infynergy
A Geometrical Foundation for all ISEE
innovations…
The ISEE systems are designed with the same geometrical casing, the fundamental shape of the pyramid.
Pyramids themselves have remarkable proper�es by themselves, which allows the ISEE innova�on inside, to
reach its highest poten�al of opera�on.
Among these quali�es, is the ability to focus and amplify energy flows. There is no coincidence that ancient
cultures built and replicated these powerful geometrical structures all over the world, many of which have only
rela�vely recently been discovered in places no one imagined to look.

A little about the Inventor

There are many forms of pyramid design from the very well know ones in Giza through to staged pyramids as
ziggurats, most o�en found in South America.

The ISEE innova�on is the culmina�on of many years of research, introspec�on, development and discovery.

The design used in the ISEE innova�ons is based on the four sided, golden ra�o pyramid. This ra�o is an intrinsic
architectural fingerprint in all natural things on earth, as well as being is in�mately woven into the structure of
many of the pyramids around the world. It is there in your rela�ve bones sizes, leaves, spiral shells, flowers, trees
and so on. This is important as, among other proper�es, this fundamentally creates another layer of synergy with
the natural world, which is very much at the heart of infynergy.

As the inventor of the ISEE system, I began my path to this point, in my younger years, as an ar�st. I then moved
into science later as I gained an undergraduate degree in mathema�cal physics, two masters degrees in
mathema�cs and theore�cal physics and then finally a doctorate in theore�cal physics, to become a professional
theore�cal physicist and mathema�cian, working in some of the worlds leading ins�tu�ons. My �me here was
spent looking at fundamental theories of the makeup of the universe. My academic research involved furthering
the fields of super-string theory (a quantum theory of sub-atomic par�cles and mul�-dimensional spaces)
through to advanced concepts in electromagne�sm.

This ra�o is expressed

ɸ = (1 + √5)/2 = 1.618…

I have always had, since I can remember, a vivid passion for peering behind the scenes, to see how things really
work and what is behind the curtain.

But further to this, it is the very energe�c amplifica�on and focusing proper�es of the pyramid, based on Phi,
which provides the a geometric founda�on for the ISEE fields to be enhanced to their highest func�on. In this
way, although the geometry is not the core of the ISEE innova�on, they work in synergy to provide the intended
effect.

I eventually le� this profession a�er going through a profound shi� in both my personal and outward
perspec�ves, a holis�c wake up, if you like.
It was strongly apparent to me that science was a view of nature as if looking through filtered glasses of linearity,
separa�on and lifelessness. Removing that filter revealed to me an infinity of living wonder. This deep inner
change paved the way for my view of the underlying principles of nature, so as to be a holis�c idea of reality,
based in living energy and consciousness. A living universe, one which was completely interconnected,
intelligent, thriving and fundamentally biased for life, growth and expression.
This was in deep contrast to the conven�onal view which, from my experience, describes a very mechanical, dry
and indifferent makeup of the world. This view inherently reduces all things to independent and inanimate
blocks that bare no idea of being a part of a whole, let alone a living component in a mul� layered universe. This,
from my perspec�ve, misses a truly important key in understanding, which is that the universe, and its apparent
elements, are all one. They are very much aware of and in synergy with the complete whole, a fractal whose
smaller pa�erns are reflec�ons, and indeed, progeny of the larger. All interconnected, inter-balanced and
mutually beneficial, just like the root system of Aspen trees, one organism appearing from the ground as if many.

ɸ

√ɸ

The concepts presented here, and my work behind it, are based on these and further principles. That the
fundamental makeup of all things as being vibra�onal pa�erns of source energy, from the very simple to the
vastly complex. That these vibra�ons form the blueprints that underlay all forms, a li�le like the coded building
blocks that come together to generate the small to the very large in life.
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We see that this energe�c substructure, or structured energe�c codes (SEC’s), can be absorbed by, and indeed
influence, the human makeup. We believe the analogy of walking in nature is one such good example. In fact
this is an instance of a life promo�ng exchange, which upli�s, rejuvenates and calms.

The ISEE Principle of Harmonising
The ISEE innova�on is based on natural principles that we believe are found abundantly in nature. For example,
when you walk in a forest, or in nature in general, you may find that you feel a refreshing clam, a centred
sensa�on, or a balancing taking place.

But the key principle is resonance. In its simplicity, resonance between two objects means that they have a
vibra�on that matches, or that they can physically vibrate at the same frequency (‘frequency’ is a measure of how
frequent a complete vibra�on occurs each second). For example, if two tuning forks of note A, are moved close
to each other, when one of the forks is already vibra�ng, the other will start to vibrate as well. In other words,
there is a transfer of energy from one to the other as they resonate with each other. If the same example is used
with a fork of note A and another of note C, the fork of note C will not begin to vibrate and there will not be a
transfer of energy through that par�cular note, or frequency.

All living beings, in the infynergy view, have fields that are within them and extend well beyond. These fields, as
we see them are filled with structured energy pa�erns, or informa�on pa�erns.
From the example of walking in nature, by doing so you experience the harmonic fields of trees, plants and all
natural living elements around you. As you do so, because you are a natural biological being, you have many
resonances, or matching frequencies to those elements you encounter. This resonance allows a transference of
the harmonic, life promo�ng structured energy pa�erns from the fields of these natural elements to be absorbed
into your bodies natural fields. This, as we see it, causes a revitalisa�on, as your body and energy makeup are
then able to access, and use, these newly acquired energe�c codes, or energy pa�erns.

This is important to understand as the human body has a massive spectrum of vibra�ons, or frequencies within
its makeup. And as such has a huge available spread of frequencies with outside objects or emissions with which
it can match, vibra�on wise. As an example, the human body is 70-80% water in physical material. The radia�ng
emission of say a WiFi router has the same wave length as the water molecule. In other words, the frequency of
the fields generated by a router can ‘match’ that of over 70-80% of the material in the human body, they can
resonate together.

In essence there is a natural symbio�c support found in nature. And in addi�on to natural fields, such as those
from plants, trees etc. Synthe�c and technological instruments also can have, and emit, both sta�c and dynamic
fields.

This is one such example of a resonance that the human body has with phenomena in the outside world. This is
fundamental to the infynergy view that contained within fields, are SEC’s, and if there is resonance, the SEC’s can
transfer from one object to another.

Physics, as it stands today, does not view such fields as any more structured than simple force fields that act on
charged par�cles, be they electromagne�c, or otherwise. In the infynergy view, we see that all fields have
intricate substructure, which carry informa�on and instruc�ons as well as being able to apply force in the
conven�onal sense.

As a graphical view of this, below is an example of the field around an object, in this case a tree, with a
representa�on of a specific vibra�on within the field at a par�cular frequency.

Natural Tree Field

Oscilla�on within the Field
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In the infynergy view, by taking a closer look at the oscilla�ng wave front in the trees natural field, we see the
SEC’s, the structured energy codes within the wave, shown below in a representa�on that is easier to visualise

Within the sec�oned cutaway from the wave, the representa�on of the SEC’s are shown inside the wave crests
and peaks (it is important to highlight that this is not a true depic�on of structured energy codes, but suffices to
give an idea of their rela�onship to the vibra�ons within fields).
And so when you move into the field of the tree, and your body can resonate with, or match, the mul�tude of
frequencies it generates, the body is able to absorb and integrate these codes within each frequency that is
matched. And so it is with all SEC’s within any field of any object, both biolgical and ar�ficial, whose field you
encounter.
The key principle for the ISEE effect relies on the concpet that there are two classes of SEC’s. The genera�ve kind
creates an expansive energy rota�on, or vortex, and is life suppor�ve. The degenera�ve one does the opposite
and creates a collapsing energy vortex.

Expansive energy vortex - generative, life promoting & lightness

ISEE re-purposing to turn degenera�ve
into genera�ve

Neutral

Collapsing energy vortex - degenerative & heaviness (low density)

We believe that nature deeply clears the degenera�ve aspects all the �me, and that the example of walking in
nature illustrates this very well. And the intended func�on of the infynergy systems is to re-introduce that
principle within the living space of where it is used.
Living in a household, with synthe�c materials, o�en a range of technological instruments, including air we
breath, is not privy to the cyclic cleaning processes in nature and is generally far from ideal.
When living in such an ‘isolated from nature’ state, the symbio�c exchanges that normally take place are greatly
diminished, or even absent altogether.
And so, the important principle in the ISEE func�on is to transform the degenera�ve SEC’s, from within its field
of influence, to genera�ve ones, in a similar way to nature.
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To broaden the concept of SEC’s beyond the illustra�ons given, a deeper more philosophical view of this is to do
with the forma�on of energe�c structures from conscious intent. This idea sees that everything is holographic,
or light structured, in nature. And so SEC’s here are in fact, fundamentally, holographic codes.
Within this holographic reality, t+he world we experience around us, there are many layers to its energe�c
makeup, including the material and non-material aspects of it. We view that these all carry the original intent of
when having been created, along with all subsequent resonant interac�ons, to the point of reaching you,
whether that’s the food you eat or simply the staircase railing that you lay your hand on. That is un�l they are
properly transformed, or re-purposed, so that all degenera�ve proper�es, which were imprinted at the point of
crea�on, or further along in its experience, can be changed into life genera�ve ones.
So you begin to see that harmful aspects in holographic codes, or SEC’s are simply, in a way of seeing it, a
damaged coding, a vibra�onal tone, or fingerprint instruc�on that, by its nature, can enact a par�cular
degenera�on, if absorbed in a resonant way, of what would otherwise be a very life suppor�ng quality.
In this holographic view, all life is a myriad of exchange of holographic codes, a symbiosis if you will, when the
exchange is mutually life promo�ng, and degenera�ve when not.
In overview, the infynergy principle operates with a field itself, which is not a sta�c field that has a predesignated
programmed func�on which it simply carries out on everything it is exposed to. It is dynamic, fluid, a living field
innova�on that understands exactly how to re-code, clear and heal holographic forms in alignment with each
individual. This is a very important point, as it does indeed work with the specific needs of each individual, as
contrasted to a generic func�on of ‘one way is good for all’. This is true to the truth that each individuals growth
and path are very unique and this must be respected.
Addi�onally, many reading this may be familiar with the golden ra�o, o�en expressed, in decimal form, as 1.618...
This ra�o is an intrinsic architectural fingerprint in all natural things on earth. It is there in your rela�ve bones
sizes, leaves, spiral shells, flowers, trees and so on. The infynergy devices, in their design, are in�mately
embedded with and designed upon this golden ra�o. This is important as this fundamentally creates another
layer of synergy with the natural world, which is very much at the heart of infynergy.

What can I Expect in using infynergy?
The first thing we would wish for is for you to have your own experience, as we find each is very unique.
However, it is important to explain that the nature of this innova�on is very much like a feedback system, in that
it responds and changes with those within its field. In this way, it is not a one size fits all approach that would
perform the same level of func�on regardless of the state of those experiencing it. This is so, as we see it, that
not everyone can so easily adjust to a clean environment.

We are very excited to share the ISEE innova�on with the world and those that feel drawn to experience it. We
hope that, should you choose to, your experience is filled with at least as much joy and evolu�on as we have had
in discovering and crea�ng it.

And so it is not possible to fully describe a complete experience expecta�on that everyone should have.
For some it is on fully, while for others it is toned down to a so�er level, either slightly or greatly, depending on
the individual. In our experience so far, as an average over �me used, this happens in some way for about half of
all users and adjusts to being fully on when appropriate.
We see this is a result of the most easy way for an individual to adjust to a new environment. Some people can
adjust quickly, others need more �me.
With this in mind, it is however a common trait for most people to experience and express a calmness and
peacefulness in the ISEE environment. But this also very much depends on an individuals ability to perceive
changes in their environment and within themselves.
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ISEE Serenity
To Naturalise your Home or Office Space

In the modern living environment, we generally find ourselves in spaces that are very far from
the connec�on with, and ambience of, a natural se�ng. This is added to by the plethora of
technological devices both within and have influence on us from outside. In addi�on to this,
the very air we breathe is not cycled through the natural cleansing and revitalisa�on processes
that it is when in say a forest or waterfall se�ng.
Simply place the unit within a maximum of one half meter (one and a half feet) from an
appliance that is always on, that is connected to your mains supply, such as an alarm clock or
refrigerator cable etc. This allows the primary resonance field (as depicted on the image on
the opposite page) to couple to the moving oscilla�ons of current in the cable and so grow the
ISEE Serenity field throughout your electrical system.
There is also a much large secondary field that emanates from the unit that extends well
beyond your home.
Once the field has fully established, its purpose is to perform the ISEE func�on to bring your
living space as close as possible to a natural, revitalised environment by:

Primary
Resonance
Field

•

Re-purposing the Structured Energy Codes in ar�ficial fields or currents from degenera�ve
to life suppor�ng

•

Revitalise, and re-purpose the structural energy codes, in the air

•

Create a deeper connec�vity to the earths natural fields

•

Create a suppor�ve space that helps you grow beyond the effects of ar�ficial influences

It is made of a hybrid of materials, almost all of which are naturally occurring, with the
excep�on of some of the finishing surfaces. This is important as the specific choice of
materials, and their design, also play an important role in the effec�veness of the ISEE Serenity
system.
It is compact and light enough to be carried with you as you travel or stay with friends Once
placed back in your home, it quickly re-establishes its field coverage and effects. Due to its
design and method of opera�on, it has a very long expected, maintenance free, working
life�me.

infynergy
ISEE Water

Access to water, in an energe�c state that nature intended, is only a possibility where a home
has direct access to a clean fresh spring. For almost everyone, this is unfortunately not the
case.

Water by Nature
We believe that that water has the ability to carry with it the fingerprints and energe�c
instruc�ons imparted to it by that which it has been exposed to or mixed with, even a�er
extensive filtra�on.
The ISEE Water innova�on is designed to:
•

Clean and re-purpose the water of the structured energe�c coding that is degenera�ve so
that only genera�ve coding remains

•

To re-vitalise water to a very high state of energe�c life-fullness

ISEE Water is designed to affix to your mains water pipe in a simple way. Once installed its
naturalising effects are inherent throughout your home water system.
The design also allows you to easily remove it from the mains pipe. From there you can take
it with you as you travel and easily place it back when you return. Just as with ISEE Serenity, it
quickly reestablishes its effects once back in place.
You can also use it, once removed from its installa�on place, as a stand alone unit to renaturalise drinking water or liquids, for example, in a restaurant, or while travelling.
Like all the ISEE innova�ons, the ISEE Water has a long expected, maintenance free, working
life.

ISEE Water

infynergy
ISEE Vitality

ISEE Charge

Harmonised Food and Drink

Your Devices Harmonised

In modern living, the food we eat, and the drink we consume, are generally far from being
energe�cally clean and vibrant. Especially as much for the food we buy is heavily processed
and regularly has synthe�cs that nature never intended be used.

Very few people on this planet go through their day without using a device, be that a phone,
a laptop or another ba�ery operated technology.

The ISEE Vitality is a small compact innova�on that you can easily carry with you wherever you
go, whether ea�ng and drinking at home, out in a restaurant, or with friends.
Simply place the ISEE Vitality next to any food or drink plate to within one half of a meter
(approximately one and a half feet), and a�er a maximum of 3 mins, your drink and food will
be ready.

We believe it is important to be able to use such technologies in a harmonised state. The ISEE
Charge was designed and developed to do just that, in a way that allows you to use such
technologies without having to a�ach or apply anything directly to, or on, your devices.
This is a unique and novel approach applies the ISEE harmonisa�on func�on, through the flow
of electrical current, to the device, while it is recharging, simply by placing the unit next to the
recharging cable. Once fully charged, your device is ready to use. Once your device reaches
20% charge, simply then recharge to 100% and you are ready to go again.

infynergy
ISEE Motion
Harmonised Driving

In modern driving, given the metallic surrounding of the car shell, high strength electric and
magne�c fields, as well as a suite of electronics that are present, the human body is subjected
to an environment that is not experienced in nature.
The ISEE Mo�on was developed to harmonise all car types, be they regular fuel, hybrid or full
electric.
The func�on of the ISEE Mo�on is the same as the ISEE Serenity in its capabili�es, but
designed specifically for the car environment, materials and architecture.
Simply place the ISEE Mo�on near the central console (as shown above), or on the steering
column, if the steering dashboard has a digital display, and the field effects build quickly from
there. Just as with ISEE Serenity, the ISEE Mo�on simply needs to ‘see’ the flow of electrical
current present in the display, to allow its primary field to couple to this flow and generate its
effects throughout your car.
ISEE Mo�on is also very portable, so if you hire a car, or ride with a friend, for example, you
can easily take if from your regular car and place it in the one you wish to use and you are
ready to go.

Warranty Information
The warranty of these systems is a one year standard warranty on all parts or the
standard warranty required in the country in which it is sold, if longer than one year.
It should be pointed out that units themselves are designed using the latest techniques
in design software and fabrication and are expected to give you many, many years of
trouble free use.

Contact Details
Should you have any technical ques�ons or queries regarding becoming a partner in a
country where none exists already, You can contact the representa�ve who gave you this
brochure.
New contact details will be available once the infynergy website goes online.

Thank you for your interest in infynergy and the ISEE innova�on

Disclaimer
All of the work, informa�on, techniques, ideas and concepts presented here in this en�re brochure, and in all infynergy literature, are expressly the views and
perspec�ves of infynergy only. They are not, and have not been, endorsed, evaluated, recognised or understood by any mainstream academic or medical body
or ins�tu�on and should only ever be taken as the view and philosophy of infynergy. None of what is presented here, the innova�ons of infynergy, are
intended to diagnose, treat or cure any disease and an appropriate consultant should be used for such. Aspects rela�ng to experiences with them are purely
personal tes�monials for helpfulness and not intended as a claim of performance verifica�on.
All of the ISEE innova�ons are con�nually evolving. As such, infynergy will make changes in the design and func�on of the systems without prior update.

